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Finds on your Doorstep – 6000 years of life in Alkborough - finds recorded on the 

Portable Antiquities Scheme Database (search for finds.org) 

 
 

Prehistory, Neolithic to Iron Age  4000BC- AD 43 (17 records) 

 
Alkborough commands one of the county’s great views. From the western edge of the parish, across a River 

Trent glimpsed through steep woodlands, a flat and open landscape unfolds, varied only by the line of 

villages on the Isle of Axholme. Here lay Lake Humber. When the Ice Age ended, this vista became a 

seemingly limitless marshland through which rivers swollen with meltwater cut their channels. 

Stone Age man followed the cliff path, and saw his sunsets from the same steep slope. Flint tools mark the 

edge of a little world perched on the limestone Cliff. This was a borderland view. 

 

Knives and weapons: a hunter’s arrowhead to bring a quarry down, and knives to dismantle the kill. The 

still-sharp edges of polished stone axes suggest the Cliff edge was a place to go armed and stay watchful. 

 

       
Leaf arrowhead and Neolithic blades and scraper      The business ends of two polished stone axes  
  NLM-71F018            NLM-A04A62       SWYOR-1EF7D6        NLM-00507B                   NLM-C98A04                                        SWYOR-D36563 

 

A Bronze Age arrowhead from the slope was broad and barbed to bleed and slow its target – man or beast. A 

miniature metal spearhead and a later bronze axe-blade fragment also come from fields near Alkborough, 

but the spearhead is blunt and lightweight, and perhaps only represented a weapon for some ritual purpose. 

 

                                                           
Old-style killing machine     New-style weapon? But the tip is blunt      Axe: for carpentry or for show? 
                NLM-0018B6                                                                  NLM-4A4F79                                                                            NLM-3CB08D 

 

Iron Age coins were issued by the Corieltauvi tribe of the East Midlands. One is from Walcot, an Anglo-

Saxon name meaning hovel of the Britons. Walcot was a centre of some importance millenia before it was so 

named, where a mound of the Bronze Age Beaker folk (c.2000 BC) marked a grave of some forgotten hero.   

          

        
   Iron Age coins may not have functioned like modern money       Razor and brooch from Alkborough 
CCI-40627           NLM-221F51             NLM-D7846B                   NLM-BEEB04      SWYOR-1F7884             NLM-95042D                          NLM498 
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Wealth or devotion? 

Iron Age coins from Alkborough are of copper alloy, gold or silver. The significant difference between them 

may have been the distinction between white and yellow metals - all were imported for the Corieltauvi to 

strike them into coins. Gold, and copper and tin for bronze, came from the West; while silver was taken 

from Roman coins, perhaps collected by warriors serving with Celtic cousins against the Romans in Gaul. 

The motifs chosen to appear on the coins of the Corieltauvi included the wreath worn by the Greek sun god 

Apollo on both gold and copper alloy, and a horse and wheels, perhaps representing the moon, on the silver.  
 
 

The Roman Period AD 43- 410 (79 records) 

 
Before the Romans, Iron Age people had lived in scattered homesteads. Roman finds from Alkborough are 

concentrated around the modern village, and suggest a new focus. There was perhaps a watch-post set over a 

confluence of great rivers. In peacetime there would be traffic into Brigantia (Yorkshire) up the Ouse to 

York, or down the Don and beyond. Trade thrived on the Trent, fed and demanded by industry along its 

banks. All this could doubtless be taxed. In less happy times, war canoes or pirates prowled waterways, 

whilst rising smoke from a raided settlement would be seen for many miles.  
 

Early ‘Roman’ brooches were made and worn by Britons, and met tribal preferences. Corieltauvian styles 

like the bow-and-fantail or East Midlands enamelled appear alongside florid Brigantian trumpet brooches. 

 

          
Bow and fantail brooch          East Midlands enamelled brooches      Trumpet brooches from Brigantia 
           NLM-7C709D                                    NLM-F4220C                        NLM-78CE94             NLM654                  NLM2694                          NLM497   

              

Other styles of brooch are linked to the Army. Some early types come from areas where Roman soldiers 

were recruited. Later, plate brooches signalled cultic beliefs, or the official rank held by their wearers. 

 

     
Rosette brooch and P-shaped brooch fragments     Plate brooch          Later Roman ‘badge of office’ 
              NLM4723                                          NLM-D8487E                                          NLM2696                                       NLM-0027FC  

 

Some finds reflect Roman influence. Written numbers, weights for measuring goods, locks and keys for 

moneyboxes, and the wearing of finger rings: all were aspects of a lifestyle unknown in Iron Age times.  

 

             
Roman numerals      Lead steelyard weights         Ornate key handles and a lock pin            Finger ring  
        NLM-C2E9A6                         NLM-B4DDD9             NLM-BEE18C     NLM-BEC72A                     NLM650                 SWYOR-F26636         NLM2693 
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 A Thealby brooch combines native curves with a Roman pedestal foot. Terret rings guided the reins on 

vehicles; Iron Age nobles drove chariots. Vessel mounts suggest drinking parties, a famous Celtic custom. 

.                     

Brooch and terret of Roman date but British style    Swan head and bull head mounts from vessels    
SWYOR-F1A685                                         NLM-B8CA3A                                                  NLM-281718                                          NLM-BF0787 

 

Roman coins from Alkborough… Of 48 Roman coins reported, only three date to the early Roman period. 

Most date from AD 260 onwards, and from the rule of the House of Constantine (306-361). At this time, 

convoys from Britain fed troops in garrisons on the Rhine, and waterways were closely guarded. Only two 

coins are firmly dated as later, so a watch-post may have relocated decades before the Romans left. 

 

 

The Early Medieval Period AD 410-1066  (23 records) 

 
Anglo-Saxons and Vikings came to Britain by sea. When they did, the River Humber and its tributaries 

formed entry routes for their war-bands and armies. The extent of both Anglo-Saxon England and the 

Viking Danelaw would first be defined by how far inland a shallow-draught boat could sail. 

Anglo-Saxon metalwork is rare: a pin comes from beside the Trent; other finds amount to a shred of gold 

and a pin-head from near the village. That British enclave which gave Walcot its English name may also 

have obstructed the first influx of Germanic ways. Or had Britons there already been driven over the edge?  
 

Anglo-Saxons barely appear near Alkborough, though Viking finds at Walcot hint at a later takeover of that 

hamlet. Their lead weights may have been used to check silver bullion payments in the coin-free Danelaw. 

 

                                    
Anglo-Saxon pins           Viking strap end and sword pommel      Lead weights for trade without coin?    
  NLM502        NLM-08E3A8                        NLM4596                        NLM4674                                              NLM-1D5E62                            NLM-953AA6  

 

The Anglo-Scandinavian period saw Vikings adopt Christianity, and much else besides. New round pennies 

were struck by Danish kings, in preference to pirate economies run on the rougher trade in slaves and silver. 

 

                            
Pennies: of pre-Viking England & of Danish King Canute    Strap end and buckle from Alkborough 
NLM-DFC380                                                            NLM-5CF184                                                    NLM651                                           NLM-78C43C 

 

More than half the objects ascribed to the Viking period are lead spindle whorls, most from north-east of 

Alkborough. A lead whorl was too heavy to spin fine yarn to make cloth but was ideal to ply cords together.  
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Whorls of a hemispherical form may copy lighter versions made from the rounded ends of ox bones 
         NLM-127978                        NLM-BEA0CC                    NLM-94BB80                   NLM-54ECDB                       NLM-6A7937                     NLM-D817CA 

 

The number of similar whorls found could point to a specialised cottage industry serving rope-makers. They 

may have supplied an estate, or docks or shipwrights at Burton-on-Stather, or boats passing along the Trent. 

 

    
Cylindrical whorls continued into the 1100s; the first here was re-used, apparently as a teething ring! 
        NLM-4A2B1A                           NLM-FDB906                  NLM-8075AF                            NLM-6052B3                 NLM-E31988      NLM-4A3656 

 

Waste not want not…Old lead spindle whorls sometimes bear cuts serving as tying notches, and this may 

show they were re-used as fishing weights. 

 

 

The Medieval Period 1066-1500 (113 records) 
 

Finds from medieval Alkborough were scattered round the village. It seems rubbish was swept from homes, 

taken to a midden, and then to the fields, where it would be spread in winter as manure. Buckles and fittings 

from clothing were usually thrown out because they were broken, while metal cooking pots were used till 

they dropped apart. Needles and thimbles may suggest mending of fishing nets and lead weights are 

common. These are often found near rivers, and may suggest the best method to fish local waters. Such 

customs passed up and downstream as part of a sub-culture unique to each river system.  
 

These cast tubular weights may be a later development on thinner sheet lead weights which were wrapped 

on or clenched to nets. Many examples have been excavated at Middle Saxon Flixborough, just downstream. 

 

         
       NLM-EAE6EC                            NLM-D7C348                         NLM-8061BB                NLM-DF4A2F          NLM-DF1E2B           NLM-A8BCD9 

                 
Small cast tubular weights are common here; some are notched for a tie made from eelskin or hair 
            NLM-6A4524               NLM-544A96             NLM-BF2B1E                 NLM-955A23                             NLM-804CF2       NLM-C6D7B5 

       
A few conical weights appear; other types are one-offs, or perhaps lost by fishermen from elsewhere 
       NLM-7C8E97                               NLM-299093                             NLM-7025FC                           NLM-003C44             NLM-08C2EF             NLM-54B464  
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Buckles were usually fragmentary; earlier types include proto-heraldic lions on the plates. Simple frames 

were cast in one piece, with only a pin to add. Later composite buckles were made in specialised workshops. 

 

               
   Buckle plates with lions        Simple frames, one with a plate added      Composite buckle fragment  
NLM-6F9032                    NLM-2820A7               NLM-DDB03F       NLM656              NLM657      NLM658                            NLM-BF1172 

 

Metal cooking pots were so valuable they might be listed in wills. Fragments were lost during recycling of 

worn out vessels; this was sometimes done in the fields because of the risk of fire. They might sometimes be 

donated to help renew church bells, so God (and everyone else) heard of your contribution at every chime! 

 

      
  Tripod cauldron fragments are identified by sooting on their outer surfaces from use on the hearth 
                           NLM-FE23F6                                 NLM-E326A4              NLM-F72A87             NLM-C6016D              NLM-951FAA            NLM-807E3D 

 

Medieval cashflow… 

Coins from round Alkborough span the period between the reigns of King Stephen and the first reign of 

Henry VI (1135-1461). They suggest continuous occupation by a population able to participate in buying 

and selling. A modest peak of local coin-loss falling in the mid-to-late 1200s under Henry III and Edward I 

suggests the high-water mark of Alkborough’s medieval prosperity. 

 

The Medieval Period 1066-1500 (continued) 
 

Heraldic pendants and facetted rings may represent casual losses which dropped off horse harness near 

where they were found. Their distribution suggests a well-used bridleway ran north-south, across the fields 

to the east of the modern cliff-edge path. Coins, in contrast, were not dropped from pockets – pockets were 

not invented, and even purses only emerged in late medieval times - and are likely to have been lost at home 

and brought to their findspots in sweepings. In some cases, concentrations of similar objects may bear a 

particular site-specific or local significance: some examples made of lead are considered above.  
 

Heraldry enjoyed a fashionable vogue in the 14th century, as Englishmen got used to beating up foreigners in 

royal wars: shield-shaped pendants may often have hung on the horses of people without lordly connections. 

 

      
Heraldic pendants: only the first bears Arms    Harness rings – probably serving varied functions 
       NLM-BE97D7                      SWYOR-D566D1    SWYOR-D55647         NLM-74A22B            NLM-6FB98C               NLM-FDA2C6         NLM-FFD8AC 

 

 

English silver pennies enjoyed high repute for their purity of metal, and were widely copied. Pennies dated 

before the reign of Richard Lionheart (1189-1199) are rare, in part because a king’s ransom of 30 tons of 

silver, much extracted in coin, had to be raised to free him from the clutches of the Archduke of Austria. 
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Silver coins, from Richard I to Henry VI: a cut halfpenny or round farthing was used as small change 
       NLM-548520                    NLM-7C5C97                       NLM-29A184                NLM-DF2883                          NLM-DF8DB1                      NLM-B8F927  

 

Literacy in medieval times is thought of as a prerogative of churchmen. However, almost every parish yields 

finds which point to wider use of letters and numbers. A spindle-mounted disc may be from a calendar, with 

28 marks for the days of a lunar month; among other things, to predict high tides. A crucifix fragment bears 

acrostic letters spelling holy names. Seal matrices closed letters or sealed deals. A half-pound weight bears 

the three leopards of England, and looks impressive, even if lead weights were easily knocked up at home. 

 

     
Possible pocket calendar   Lettered crucifix       Seal Matrices, as usual with legends   ‘Official’ weight 
         NLM-27E931                                             NLM-6035A2                                   NLM-C9762E                          NLM-60299C                    NLM-CE9EC8  

 

Spot-on recording… 

Recently reported objects from Alkborough have been found by metal detectorists who use Global 

Positioning Systems (GPS) to locate every find precisely. This helps us interpret their distribution, and to 

suggest how and why objects got where they were found. Previously, finders tended to be vaguer about 

where objects had come from. So, though we know an important Viking-Age sword-pommel comes from 

Alkborough, perhaps one owned by a Viking lord, we still don’t know exactly where it was found. 


